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Abstract
The concept of an Object-Oriented Statistical Database (OOSD) is
rather new. The approach taken in this paper unifies two different
traditions leading to OOSD. The first tradition is from ObjectOriented Programming Systems and languages in the Smalltalk
tradition. The other tradition is from database systems able to handle
more complex objects than records (or segments). Examples of such
systems can be found in e g CAD/CAM and Office Information
Systems.
The emphasis of this paper is on the user interface. The development
towards modern Window-Icon-Mouse interfaces is described. The
specific interfaces to be designed are a graphical meta-data browser,
a graphic table-design language and the interaction between these.
The paper includes an analysis of different approaches for the
interaction between query (or table-design) languages and meta-data
handling, leading to the proposed "Macintosh-style" interaction.
0.

Introduction and structure of paper

This paper describes parts of the design of a planned software system
named TBE-2. TBE stands for Table By Example and alludes to the
famous IBM language Query By Example (described in e.g. Date-85).
At Statistics Sweden there has been a great deal of discussion on how
to extend the ideas from QBE into a Table Design Language. TBE(-l)
(Nilsson-84) is a result from these discussions. TBE-1 is an algebraic
language working on boxes (matrices). It is theoretically based on the
box-theory of Sundgren-73. A modern interactive user interface was
planned b u t never materialized. ABE (Klug-82) h a s a user interface
similar to that planned for TBE-1. QBE, TBE-1 and ABE are based on
text terminals with full-screen handling. TBE-2 is based on the
technology of bit-mapped graphic screens and will have a
"Macintosh-style" interface.
The paper is divided into six sections. The first three give
background material on Object-Oriented Statistical Databases,
Macintosh style user interfaces and on the interaction between
statistical query languages and meta-data.
Sections 4 - 6 describe the design of the TBE-2 user interface.
Section 4 describes the graphical meta-data browser. Section 5
describes the table design language. Section 6 contains further
material on the interaction between table design, meta-data and data.
Some indications of further plans are given at the end of section 6.
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1.

The meaning and goal of an Object-Oriented Statistical Database

There seem to be two traditions leading to the concept of an Object
Oriented Statistical Database (OOSD):
• Traditional databases handle records (segments, tuples . . .), i.e.
simple concatenations of terms. In many areas there h a s been a
demand for databases handling more complex "objects". Such areas
are e.g. VLSI design, CAD/CAM and picture analysis. The
storage/retrieval of statistical tables (matrices, boxes etc) is a
similar problem. The emphasis is on data base (on secondary
storage), and the demand comes from the users. This is a problem
in search of a solution. Scientific papers in this tradition normally
have references to papers on "data structures for VLSI" a n d / o r
"CAD databases". An example from VLDB-85 is "An Extensible
Object-oriented Approach to Databases for VLSI/CAD" by
Afsarmanesh et al. (Afsarmanesh-85)
• The concept of object oriented systems (not specifically
"databases") h a s evolved from programming languages (SIMULA-67,
Smalltalk . . .) and user interfaces (Smalltalk, Macintosh . . .). The
"object" in such systems are further developments of "procedures"
and "classes" from earlier languages. A basic idea is that an object
(class) should handle all operations on the instances of that class.
This gives highly modular systems. The storage/retrieval on
secondary storage of the instances could be examples of such
operations, b u t the emphasis is on "object-oriented". The "objectoriented" approach in this sense is almost a solution in search of
problems. Papers in this tradition typically refer to e.g. the Rank
Xerox Smalltalk project (Goldberg, Kay, Ingals . . .). An example
from VLDB-85 is "An Object-Oriented Environment For OIS
Applications" by Niestrasz/Tsichritzis (Niestrasz-85).
To me it seems that these are two traditions, possibly leading to
research on "Object Oriented Databases" in general and "Object
Oriented Statistical DBMS" in particular.
A simple solution to the problem of the unclear concept is to propose
a definition that is pertinent to both traditions above. This is basically
what is done in the report from the working group on Object
Oriented Statistical DBMS from the third conference in this series
(Luxembourg July-86). The report can be found in Statistical Software
Newsletter 1,1987.
The system to be designed is somewhere inbetween a Data Base
Management System and a tool for System Development. Typically
the requirement on a DBMS is to give the user an answer within
seconds. In the case of complex questions or reports minutes might
be acceptable. System Development, on the other hand, is normally
considered a complex process with users and analysts together
building a n application giving the required functionality. This process
takes weeks, months or even years.
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In the tool to be designed users and/or analysts should be able to
create applications giving the desired information within hours or
perhaps days. Technically the system is not to include its own
database format, but generate programs able to use existing file
formats. The technical aspects of program generation are not the
topic of this paper, but were discussed in Malmborg/Chowdhury-84.

2. The development towards Macintosh-style user interfaces
The Macintosh computer from Apple has become the symbol of a new
style of man-machine interface. This is somewhat unfair to XEROX, as
the major research and development behind this type of "WIMP"interface was made at the XEROX PARC laboratories. The Smalltalk
system from XEROX (Kay-77, BYTE-81, Goldberg-83,-84, Krasner83) is a major development. As will be elaborated later in the paper
Smalltalk is the language of choice for my project. STAR (Smith-82)
is another important XEROX-system on the way to modern "WIMP"
interfaces. Smith-82 is strongly recommended reading for those
interested in the goals and strategies for WIMP-interfaces. WIMP
stands for:
• Windows, i.e. the dividing of the CRT-screen into several areas, and
the use of flexible methods for moving, opening, closing, enlarging
the windows.
• Icons are symbols on the screen, denoting the different "objects"
hidden inside the computer (programs, data...).
• Mouse is the device for pointing on the screen.
• Pull-down or Pop-up menues are flexible ways for giving commands
to the computer (or to the objects chosen by pointing to an icon
and "selecting" it before pulling down or popping up the menu).
There are further aspects of this type of interface than can be seen
on the WIMP-surface. The interface should e.g.
• be mode-less, i.e. the user should not be locked into modes as in a
hierarchical menu-system.
• use a familiar conceptual model (as e.g. the desktop metaphor of
the Macintosh).
• be What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG)
The developments in this area are far from complete. IBM's Systems
Application Architecture (SAA) will probably in a few years provide
this type of interface to the users of IBM mainframes, office
computers and personal systems.
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There is a rather strong coupling between WIMP-interfaces and
Object Oriented Programming (OOP). In OOP, programming is by
sending messages to objects rather than by invoking procedures. In a
WIMP-environment objects are selected by pointing to the icon
representing them. The appropriate command is then chosen as an
option in a menu. Cox-86 gives a good discussion on the
operator/operand model of traditional languages (programming and
command) versus the message/object model.

3. The interaction between statistical query languages and meta data
The project described in this paper is heavily influenced by two
rather different papers. Both share however a common
understanding of the problems with traditional query or table design
languages against statistical data bases. This problem view is also
similar to that of e.g. Shoshani-82, Chan-80, McCarthy-82.
The sheer volume and complexity of metadata needed for finding
appropriate data and formulating a query against a large statistical
database puts extreme demands on the user. If there is no integrated
meta-database, the documentation of the contents in a census,
environmental, world trade or other large statistical database consists
of hundreds of pages.
One solution to the problem is to create an integrated meta-database
used by the Data Base Management System to drive a menu-oriented
interface for the user. This relieves the user from much search in the
written database documentation. Solutions in this category can be
found in the SUBJECT-systen (Shoshani-82, Chan-80) and in the
AXIS-system (Nordbäck-82,-83).
Another slightly different solution is to have an interactive metadatabase where the user can search for relevant data, and then
specify his questions or table needs. The query language and the
meta-data system can be integrated. The system designed in this
paper emphasizes such integration.
One of two main influences mentioned above is Sato-86, which
describes an implemented statistical database for the Japanese
National Land Agency. When retrieving information from this database
the user is helped by the Land Information Dictionary, i.e. the metadatabase. This meta-database is structured by using a semantic data
model based on the extended relational data model RM/T (Codd-79,
Date-85). In the Land Information Dictionary the user can search
("browse") the data on two levels.
The first level is the "conceptual" level where all conceptually
obtainable data can be found. This corresponds to all possible
questions that can be formulated using the concepts introduced.
The second level clarifies which parts of the conceptual data
correspond to data actually stored in the Data Base. One reason for
the distinction is that often no complete cross-section table exists,
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but merely a number of subtables. This is due to the demands of
statistical accuracy or the convenience of survey routines (Sato-86).
One important aspect of Sato-86 is the handling of aggregate data on
the semantic level. The key idea is not to use any specific constructs
such as summary sets (Johnson-79). A similar approach was
suggested in Malmborg-86.
In Sato-86 the potential explosion of the number of different objects
(or entities) is handled by only modelling the most detailed cross
products (of the category attributes) on the conceptual level. This
anyhow allows questions and data for the physical database to work
on all subsets of the set of category attributes in the conceptual file.
The figure below (fig 6 from Sato-86) illustrates this.

Fig.6 A Partial DB schema of Sample Statistical DB

The second paper that has had a major influence on my project is
Wong-82. The system described in that paper is a Graphical User
Interface for Database Exploration (GUIDE). The system is an
Interactive Metadata Browser, where the user can interactively
explore a data model presented on a graphical display. The data
model is based on a version of the Entity-Relationship model (ERmodel, Chen-76, Teoray-86). The user has options for building his
own graphical view of the part of the database relevant for him. He
can set schema detail, change focus, change radius, hide, zoom and
move schema (see Wong-82 for details). When the view is ready it can
be used for queries against the data base.
The GUIDE schema is a "normal" ER-model. There is no provision for
summary sets and aggregate functions. The paper indicates plans for
introducing summary sets referring to Johnson-79.
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4.

The graphical metadata browser

This and the next two sections describe the planned software system.
The project is in its early phases and only simple "mock-ups" exist.
Where the project will end is a matter of financial funds. The
planned software system in this first phase will be used as a
demonstration tool to create an interest in later phases. The
prototype will be fully executable, and will show some main ideas of
the project. As the system is programmed in Smalltalk-80 with the
superior facilities of this language for structuring and reusing code
there is good hope of beeing able to reuse code from the prototype in
the final system. The prototype will work within the Smalltalk
environment, with its drawback in the form of rather low speed. As
the power of PC's and workstations grow this problem might vanish.
For reasons of portability the final system will however generate code
in the language C rather t h a n work in the Smalltalk environment.
The tool and the metadata will still be in Smalltalk.
The first part of the system to be described is the Interactive
Graphical Metadata Browser. At Statistics Sweden we have an
established System Development Model (the SCB-model, described
in Sundgren-84, Malmborg-82,-83,-84). The SCB-model is similar to
the ER-approach (Chen-76), b u t h a s its own roots (Sundgren-73).
The graphic notation is somewhat different from the ER-approach.
The SCB-model has gradually evolved towards a mix of a n Extended
Entity Relationship model (as in Teorey-86) and Jackson structured
Design (as in Jackson-83). The models introduced in the first
version of TBE-2 (the name of the tool, cf Nilsson-84 where TBE(-l)
is described), will correspond to the simple ER-models.
The SCB model contains a special notation for specifying statistical
tables. The user of TBE-2 will not use this "alpha/beta/gammanotation", but it will be used in the explanation of the tool. The
following extract from Malmborg-84 contains a short presentation of
a simple example:
In the most simple situation we have an information base
containing static information on a population of entities. The
entities are grouped into disjoint classes. The input is obtained by
observation (including questionnaires). There are no dynamics to
be considered. All input and output are by problem definition
"snapshots". This type of problem exists in practice, and can be
handled by e.g. a simple object-oriented approach.
The SCB System Development Model is seen to be fully adequate
for this class of situations. As an example I will present a
(simplified) model used for a survey of fishing and fishing
equipment.
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Note that this simple "infological" model contains a lot of
agreement on semantics:
• It is assumed that each boat has a single owner. This is for the
purpose of registration. Of course it might not be true in an
economic sense.
• Boats and Equipment are seen to be disjoint classes of entities.
Of course this is only an agreement on concepts made for this
survey. In another situation they might be considered as
different entities from a common class.
The output from the survey will be statistical tables. The content
of these can be expressed in e.g. the alpha/beta/gamma-notation
(Sundgren-73) which is a part of the Systems Development Model.
An example:
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TBE-2 will contain a graphic editor for creating the infological
models. When using the browser, objects (entities) are selected by
moving the pointer onto the symbol and clicking the mouse-button.
The result will be a pop-up menu where different options will be
given:
• Present a verbal description of the object class.
• Present a list of files (or relations) from the database representing
extensions of the object class. Each file is described in several
aspects (population, level of detail ..)
• Present a list of variables (attributes) for the object.
By clicking on a variable in the last list, a list of categorizations for
the variable pops up on the screen. In our example geographic
location might be categorized by Lake District (as in the table above)
or Region code. The use of generalization hierarchies for grouping of
category attributes is discussed in Sato-86.
The categorizations are presented as lists of values (the lake names in
our example). These lists correspond to the values (texts) in the
table's column- and row labels (stub and heading). This visual aspect
will be used in the next section.
5.

The table design language

The idea for the table design part of the program is based on an
observation of the similarity between a "tiled" window in Smalltalk or
on the Macintosh and a statistical table. Some common aspects:
• both can be seen as a rectangular area subdivided into a number of
rectangular parts. In this paper the outer rectangle is called a
window, and the inner rectangles are called panes.
• The contents of the panes within a window are interdependent.
On the Macintosh we might typically have two panes, one with a
grapical and one with a textual representation of the same model
(or document). When we move around in the model both views
(panes) are updated. The same is true for a statistical table. If we
change the chosen values for the stub, the central pane of the table
should be updated.
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Fig 5.1

Fig 5.2

The way for the user to work is to pop up an empty table-window
with panes for stub, heading and a center pane (for the figures to be
computed). Additional panes may be introduced for table title,
footings, etc..
To specify the contents and structure of the table the user browses
around in the metadata-window (cf section 4). When the appropriate
set of labels for the stub or heading is found, it is selected in the
metadata window. Selections are by default indicated by text
inversion both in Smalltalk and on the Macintosh. Moving this
selection into the table window is accomplished either by cut & paste
(standard Macintosh technique) or by dragging a symbol between the
windows (another standard technique). Both alternatives will be
tested to find out which is most natural to the user. The process is
repeated for each gamma-variable (category attribute). If more than
two gamma-variables are used, the stub a n d / o r the heading is
structured into the appropriate number of levels (cf fig 5.2 where the
heading is 2-level). The number of levels is chosen from the pane's
pop-up menu.
The appropriate function for computing the cells (count, sum, mean
...) is chosen from the pop-up menu of the central pane in the tablewindow. If the beta-part is based on a variable this is chosen in the
meta-data window (e.g. age in a table with mean age of equipment).
If the table is more complex and contains several concatenated
subtables a n d / o r totals the approach can be extended by more
options on the table-pane's menu.
The goal is to create a very intuitive and natural interface for the user.
A key point is that the "visual" finding of the needed labels for the
table (stub or heading) in the meta data makes the user feel confident
in his design.
To describe this type of interaction in a text is awkward. The idea is
that the user should need only minimal documentation, b u t find the
way of specifying the information needs (the table) obvious. The
problem of describing user interfaces of this kind is well known
(Goldberg-84, Schmucker-82). The specification of the "intuitive"
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Macintosh user interface standard in Schmucker-86 is a hefty 50
page appendix. The process of developing this kind of interface from
the early XEROX-research into the present Macintosh standard
represents more than 10 years of intensive research and
development.
In other words, it is surprisingly difficult to design a really simple
and intuitive user interface. Further experience shows (Smith-82)
that the designer and the user often come to different opinions on
what is simple and intuitive. Of course the user's opinion (by
definition) is correct, but it shows the need for prototyping and
experiments.
6.

The interaction between table design, meta data and data.

In the preceding two sections I have presented a simple interaction
between the meta data (the browser) and the table design. Actually I
think this is only a first level of interaction. As was discussec in
section 3, Sato-86 and Malmborg-86 makes the proposal that
aggregate data (summary sets in Johnson-81) should be represented
on the conceptua level as orinary entities, rather than as special
modelling constructs (such as summary sets).
Aggregated data can both on logical and physical level be looked upon
in two different ways. Logically one alternative is as entities (objects)
or relations (Codd-meaning). The other logical alternative is as
matrices or boxes (Sundgren-73). In the first alternative category
attributes are explicit, in the second implicit (i.e. part of meta-data
rather than data). The same two choices exist on the physical level,
giving four possible combinations.
What is done in the table window (section 5) can be seen as the
specification of an aggregate data set. This specification can be taken
back to the meta-data window to constitute an (aggregate) object.
This object can either correspond to a physically created summary
file or only be a specification without extensions. The inheritance
mechanisms in Smalltalk makes it possible to handle such entities as
"abstract objects". We can use the specification to generate the
program to create the summary file if needed. It is possible to have
several such specifications for a single entity type, giving several ways
to create a specific summary file.
The idea of "abstract objects" can be extended to cater for the
handling of event-oriented databases. We can specifiy abstract objects
representing the states of objects at any specific time point as a
function of the events. Malmborg-82, -83, -84 present the modelling
issues behind this potential extension of TBE-2. Such extensions
would make the tool into a general purpose system development tool,
rather than a table design tool. The ideas in this last paragraph will
be elaborated in another paper.
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